
• FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF FEBRUARY 17, 2009 

COUNCIL AGENDA REPORT 

February 17, 2009 

TO: City Council 

FROM: City Manager 

SUBJECT: SANTA MARIA VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE AND VISITOR 
AND CONVENTION BUREAU ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
COMMISSION 2008 MID·YEAR REPORT 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the City Council receive the Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce Economic 
Development Commission 2008 Mid·Year Report from Robert Hatch, the 
PresidenUCEO, and Gina Keough, Visitor & Convention Bureau Manager, for the Santa 
Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce. 

• DISCUSSION: 

• 

Attached is the mid-year activity report from the Chamber of Commerce. The mid-year 
activity report includes a discussion of their activities from July 1, 2008 through 
December 31, 2008. 

TIm?; 
City Manager 

ATIACHMENTS: 2008 Mid-Year Report & Brochures 
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Santa Maria Valley 
Economic Development Commission 

2008 Mid-Year Report 



Mid-Year Report 2008 
Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce 

And Visitor & Convention Bureau 
Economic Development Commission 

February 2009 

Mission Statement: 

The Santa Maria Valley Economic Development Commission is a public/private partnership 
dedicated to enhancing the economic strength of the City of Santa Maria by recruiting new 
primary employers, retaining existing primary employers and by assisting current primary 
employers to expand. 

Santa Maria Valley Cbamber of Commerce and Visitor & Convention Bureau 
614 S. Broadway 
Santa Maria, CA 93454 
(805) 925-2403 
Fax: (805) 928-7559 
www.santamaria.com 
cbmbrchief@aol.com 

Commission Members 
Robert Hatcb, Cbairman 
Tim Ness 
Marty Mariscal 
Cindy McKellar 
John Everett 
Rob Buchanan 
Stephanie Robb 
Brooks Wise 
Etta Waterfield 
Chris Hastert 

CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE 

During the first half of the fourth year of the Economic Development Plan the focus remained, 
and great emphasis placed, on retention of existing businesses. Strengths were reviewed and 
attributes were emphasized and promoted. Our mid-year review will contain observations of our 
image, data and research, marketing and cooperative agreements. There is no doubt that the 
conditions that exist in today's economy will continue to have a negative effect on our mission to 
attract new companies and retain those already here. 

• 

• 

• 
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I am, however, very pleased to continue to report that the ratio of overhead to expenses has 
continued to provide a great return on investment to the citizens and taxpayers of Santa Maria 
with overhead and expenses just a bit over 40% of the funding available. 

The Commission has also continued to benefit from valuable expertise gained from the 
management of a $600,000-plus investment by the City for visitor and tourism promotion. 

On behalf of the board of directors and staff of the Santa Maria Valley Chamber of Commerce 
and Visitor & Convention Bureau, the members of the Commission would like to thank Mayor 
Larry Lavagnino, Mayor Pro Tern Hilda Zacarias, and Council members Alice Patino, Bob 
Orach and Mike Cordero along with City Manager Tim Ness for their support of our economic 
development efforts. 

Respectfully, 

Robert P. Hatch 
Chairman 
Santa Maria Valley Economic Development Commission 

PROGRESS REPORT 

The contents of this report will summarize the first 3 years of the contract only to remind the 
City Council of the foundation of the program. Further, current goals and objectives will be 
explained and examined. Since Economic Development is a set of policies, programs and 
procedures undertaken to foster business attraction, business retention, business expansion, job 
creation and progressive employment opportunities it is important to remember many 
components are fluid and remain in progress. 

The purpose of trus report will provide a framework for making sound decisions, allocate limited 
economic development funds among alternative projects and improve coordination among those 
responsible for implementing related activities in Santa Maria. 

By dedicating City resources and staff to the Economic Development Program, Santa Maria has 
signaled that economic development continues to be a high priority. The overall direction for the 
City is guided by the General Plan and related documents and strategies. City departments are 
well represented in that effort with the City Manager and Community Development Director 
serving as members ofthe Economic Development Commission. 
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THE FORMATIVE YEARS 

At the end of the initial 3-year contract, a comprehensive report was issued outlining the original 
objectives which were included in the initial scope of work. Each of the following was addressed 
and the majority implemented. It should be noted however that these items are not completed but 
rather reviewed and updated regularly. They remain the foundation of the program. Occasionally 
the Commission removes or replaces one or more of these segments if they no longer fit the 
program goals. The following items served as a model for the current goals and objectives 
which are attached to this report 

Create and renew partnerships 
Validate attributes and strengths 
Evaluate our image 
Review marketing tactics 
Form cooperative agreements 
Renew partnership with the Santa Maria Public Airport District 
Add dedicated web pages 
Update demographics 
Focus on key economic sectors 
Develop out-of- area marketing strategy 
Utilize existing Chamber events for public Relations 
Absorb costly overhead 
Target Southern Santa Barbara County 
Use existing software 
Concentrate on expansion and retention of existing businesses 
Maintain relationship with V AFB 
Identify economic development grants 
Recommend additional funding for staff 
Create and add more jobs 
Increase employment numbers 
Develop committee work 
Enter the Southern Santa Barbara County area 
Establish a local media campaign for advertising and press releases 
Limit overhead expenses 
Enhance economic development segment of the Chamber Challenge 
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Based on our success and accomplishments a new contract between the City and Chamber 
(EDC) was approved. Additional Goals and Objectives were ratified by the EDC and presented 
to the City during contract negotiations. The following report (and attachments) will include 
current work in progress, favorable outcomes, "near misses", and the road ahead. It must be said 
that no one could have predicted the current state of the economy and certainly Santa Maria is 
not immune to the conditions that now exist. Even now however there is optimism and resilience 
prevalent throughout the region. 

COMPONENTS 

ADVERTISING 

Even though the direct benefit of advertising is sometimes hard to quantify, its secondary benefit 
contributes directly to the visibility and exposure which is crucial. This tactic allows us to 
continue to reach new prospects and identify the region to those who might be unfamiliar. In 
conjunction with the in-depth advertising done by the Visitor and Convention Bureau, our 
marketing dollars are greatly enhanced. Copies of the print and covers of placements are 
included in this report. Careful consideration will be given to key markets and additional 
partners will be actively pursued. 

SKYWEST MAGAZINE SPECIAL COMMEMORATIVE EDITION. The Chamber 
partnered with the VCB to gain valuable exposure to tens of thousands of air travelers and 
highlighted the great opportunities in the Santa Maria Valley. 

EXPANSION MANAGEMENT MAGAZINE. Included with this magazine is a directory 
listing showing regions in California that are ac~ive in economic development. As a fourth-year 
bonus, Santa Maria was included again in the last publication of the California Local Economic 
Development Directory. 

PACIFIC COAST BUSINESS TIMES. This publication continues to be very valuable in our 
quest to contact South Coast firms. We will continue to gain editorial support during the year. 

SANTAMARIA TIMES. A comprehensive shop local campaign and related editorial was 
designed to confront the shrinking sales tax revenue. A tabloid style publication was inserted in 
the paper prior to Christmas . 
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PROSPECTING AND RETENTION 

The Commission has remained engaged with local companies to assure them that they have a 
key ally in the Chamber. Since a great deal of this type of contact is part of the daily routine by 
Chamber staff, it has remained apriority. The Chamber's Business Development Committee has 
continued to attract great speakers and facilitate networking opportunities. A strong relationship 
has been formed with the Santa Maria Manufacturers Group to help in the promotion of common 
ideals. These programs continue to meet our expectations. The Mayor, City Manager and City 
Council members have been generous with their time by participating in each of these forums. 

In addition, the Commission and Chamber staffs have continued to provide advice or assistance 
to numerous companies seeking to expand or relocate their operations. By working directly with 
City staff, commercial real estate brokers and land use consultants, the Commission has been 
quick to respond to any requests for assistance or intervention. 

The Commission continues to retain the services of a consultant to help develop a strategy to 
make contact with businesses in the southern part of the county. A questionnaire continues to be 
developed which will allow several ways to determine the likelihood of any expansion 
opportunities. 

The Commission is pleased to remind the City Council that the Patel Group, which is now in 

• 

the process of building two new hotels at the north end of Broadway, came to EDC in May 2005 • 
for assistance. The Marriott Fairfield and Candlewood Hotel will bring an additional 160 
business/guest rooms to the City of Santa Maria. Approximately 100 jobs, from executive level 
to hourly, are expected. The Chamber, and its Commission, has dedicated the resources 
necessary to make this a reality. Consulting with a leading health clinic, handling CalBlS 
inquiries, working with land owners of large properties for secured entitlements and the 
continued work on the relocation of the DMV are but a few examples of our business 
development efforts. A complete list is included as an attachment. 

This first quarter did bring disappointing news when Dassault Aviation informed the 
Commission that Reno would be their selection for their new West Coast Service Center. The 
main reasons given for their decision were access to multiple airlines, with unlimited destinations 
and a 50,000 square foot building that was available immediately. 

The Commission has been actively marketing the Santa Maria Public Airport District and the 
Commission has pledged its support for the continuing development of the business park located 
on airport property and a formal agreement is now in place. A new general manager has been 
hired from Oxnard, CA, Mr. Chris Hastert. 

The Commission continues to be keenly aware that retaining companies and business is as 
important as recruiting new ones especially in the current economy. It remains clear that City 
staff and commercial real estate brokers playa large role in assisting companies. 
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The Commission has continued its involvement in numerous economic development activities 
and has continued to participate in those programs which enhance the mission. Some recent 
examples include: High level sponsorship of the upcoming Vandenberg AFB Small Business 
Conference and Vendor Faire; Direct involvement in the Revolving Loan Fund program with the 
referral of applicants to Coastal Business Finance. Several loans have been approved by the City 
Council; Support of community forums which promote the virtues of Santa Maria and Northern 
Santa Barbara County, including Santa Barbara County Green Business Program, the UCSB 
North County Forecast Project and the SBIA Economic Roundtable. 

Based on the Commission's reputation, its Chairman was invited to join the highly respected 
California Industry and Trade Council. The CITC is an information sharing and advocacy 
network that brings together local manufacturers, industry, and trade associations throughout 
California to connect them to statewide representatives in the State Capitol. 

Even as this report was being prepared the EDC is actively involved with several very strong 
prospects which, if completed, will lead to the creation of hundreds of new jobs. The City's 
willingness to promote Area 9 has led to increased interest from several prospects. A complete 
list of prospects and outcomes as well as trade show activities is anached to this report 

Lastly, the EDC continues to promote and monitor the Chamber website (www.santamaria.com) 
which includes an entire section devoted to economic development. It contains up-to-date 
demographics, a current listing of commercial real estate and links to pertinent information. The 
number of visits to the site has continued to increase since the initial roll-out. We have learned 
that this might very well be the most useful aspect of our economic development program 

The Commission is grateful for the opportunity to present this report. It is a true example of a 
very successful public/private partnership. 

ATTACHMENTS: 

Goals and Objectives 

Prospects and Trade Show Activity 

Advertisement Placements 
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Goals and Objectives 2008-2009 

During the final year of the first 3-year contract the EDC began an update of the original 
scope of work. Committee work began and tasks were accepted by individual 
Commission members. During contract negotiations the following were presented to, and 
accepted by, the Santa Maria City Council. Since that time, each of these sections has 
received regular attention and appropriate adjustments are made. 

Our Vision 

Successful economic development in our region begins with the preservation and 
promotion of the area's special qualities, resources and traditions. Visitors and businesses 
alike will be attracted to a community that values its natural resources, appreciates the 
richness of its cultures and traditions and reflects an image of pride and well-being. The 
region will continue to attract and retain a wide range of businesses compatible with 
regional resources such as a dependable water supply, clean air and efficient 
transportation facilities. Businesses will appreciate the City'S legacy of sound planning, 
fiscal management and business facilitation in effectively processing applications in a 
timely manner. 

Clustered work places, public recreation, shopping and restaurants with convenient 
access to residential communities will contribute to our quality of life and create 
employment opportunities for our local workforce. 

Our Mission 

The Santa Maria Valley Economic Development Commission (EDC) is a public/private 
partnership dedicated to enhancing the economic strength of the City of Santa Maria. Its 
focus is the retention and expansion of existing industrial/manufacturing sector 
businesses plus the attraction of new businesses within the city, while promoting and 
encouraging an appropriate balance between growth and development and the valley'S 
outstanding quality of life. 

The EDC shall provide visible leadership and will work to bring development activities 
to "LIFE" for the community. 

Lead -

Initiate -

Facilitate -

Educate -

We will playa leadership role 

We will bring new ideas to the table 

We will build consensus for action 

We will keep all informed of our activities, accomplishments 
and the issues facing our community 

• 
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Each of the following remains a comprehensive part of the daily activities which support 
economic development. Some are incorporated into the normal routine of the Chamber 
and/or the VCB and some are assigned the Chamber's consultant. Current economic 
conditions have resulted in regular adjustments. 

1. Support existing businesses in the Santa Maria Valley 

Provide resources for local businesses so that they can stay competitive and grow. 
The success of existing businesses provides further evidence of the economic vitality 
of a city and region 

A. Form a Business Retention Team 

The Business Retention Team will be given the responsibility for developing 
retention strategies and coordinating business assistance activities. The team 
serves as an early warning system to identify business needs and assist with 
response and resolution. 

The committee will include individuals skilled in small business banking, 
marketing and accounting and should include the Santa Maria Incubator Project, 
SCORE and the Chamber of Commerce. Specific tasks of the team will include: 

I. Launching a series of seminars, forums, and counseling for existing Santa 
Maria Valley businesses. Utilize area resources to offer small business 
education. Demonstrate new techniques of marketing, accounting systems, 
employee relations and finance. 

2. Providing support services through the newly created Small Business 
Center which includes the Incubator project and through SCORE for new 
ventures and for individuals who are seeking business related advice. 

3. Initiating quarterly Business Roundtable meetings to inform the business 
community of current programs and services, and to better measure the 
success of the EDC's business support efforts. 

4. Distributing information on the Revolving Loan Fund through the Chamber 
and the Business Retention Team. 

B. Support community employment and assist local businesses by creating and 
publishing a catalogue or brochure of all job training and retraining 
organizations and their capabilities. 

Distribute through the Chamber of Commerce. 
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2. Continue to improve the EDC's marketing abilities through new and innovative 
contacts and channels of communication. 

A. Create a Santa Maria Valley Business Community Facts Book: 

This valuable source of information will provide a foundation for describing and 
understanding the local city and county structure. This Community Resource 
Directory will be created and updated periodically by a team of volunteers and 
Chamber/EDC staff. The team should consist of members who are currently 
active in real estate, economic development, non-profits and small/large 
businesses. 

The Resource Directory would serve primarily as a reference guide for 
prospective and new businesses. It would profile our community's capabilities 
and resources indexed by subject. 

B. Continue business visitations. 

Target a specific business each month to keep them in touch with business 
opportunities, financing options and to provide an EDC and City platform for 
future needs or concerns. 

C. Meet with City boards and commissions to discuss the needs and 
interests of local employers. 

D. Assist the City of Santa Maria in updating the Economic Development 
Element. 

The City Council has approved an Economic Development Element to the City'S 
General Plan, which serves as a written framework for meeting the Economic 
Development goals of the City. The Economic Development Element also serves 
as an informational document to the residents of the community, prospective 
residents, businesses and developers. 

E. Utilize Central Coast Marketing Group for networking. 

In partnership with Team California and Pacific Gas & Electric Company, the 
Central Coast Marketing Team (CCMT) represents the counties of Monterey, San 
Luis Obispo, San Benito, Santa Barbara and the Cities of Gilroy, Santa Cruz, 
Santa Maria, and Morgan Hill. The Central Coast Marketing Team is committed 
to encouraging business in this region. 
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Ie The EDC has become more active with the CCMT to solicit out-of-state prospects 
by attending Mission and Trade Expos across the country. These venues offer 
one-on-one personal meetings with site selectors and commercial real estate 
brokers representing clients who are actively searching for locations on the 
Central Coast. 

F. Santa Maria Manufacturers Association. 

The Santa Maria Manufacturers Association can assist with virtually all of the 
organization's objectives - from identifying prospects to helping businesses grow. 
We will continue to strengthen our relationship. 

3. Continue efforts to attract employers from outside the local region. 

We believe success will most likely come from specialty type businesses that 
need to be in the Santa Maria region for a specific reason (i.e.Dassault 
Aviation at the Santa Maria Airport) and every effort will be made to tum an 
inquiry or employer contact into a successful relocation. 

A. A Strategic Work Force Action Team (SWAT) will be assembled to react 
quickly to requests for assistance and information. 

S W A T is convened with EDC approval based upon need. The number of 
prospective employees and wage scales are a factor in the decision. The SWAT 
can be assembled for a business new to Santa Maria or for purposes of retaining 
an existing business considering leaving the City. In addition, a business 
considered a key catalyst to attracting other businesses to Santa Maria is eligible 
for a SWAT meeting. The team will include City Manager, Economic 
Development Commission Chairman, Community Development Director and 
influential, knowledgeable business and community leaders representing a broad 
range of community interests. 

B. Concentrate efforts on businesses currently located ID California, with an 
average size of 5 to 50 employees. 

A review of recent Santa Maria commercial leases and sales shows most 
completed transactions show facilities with an area between 2000 to 5000 square 
feet and have an average workforce of five to fifty employees per employer. 
Therefore, we believe it is best to concentrate efforts on businesses meeting these 
criteria. Once establ ished, the EDC would then encourage the business to take 
advantage of the programs and services outlined in Objective I to expand their 
existing market and/or to create new markets. 
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4. Identify employers within the local region for relocation or 'satellite' operations 
or facilities. 

A. Conduct a community survey 

The Economic Development Commission will solicit partners to survey the local 
workforce to determine issues important to those who commute to outlying areas 
for employment. The information provided from the survey will assist in 
approaching regional businesses regarding a move to Santa Maria. 

The survey will determine how many commuters travel north and south from 
Santa Maria each day and exactly where their jobs are located. In identifying the 
commuters job destination, it will be determined who our targeted businesses 
should be. 

B. Work with the Santa Barbara Industrial Association leadership to ensure that 
Santa Maria is represented as a viable option for expansion or relocation. 

C. Advertise in regional publications and place articles that illustrate Santa 
Maria's advantages. 

5. Look for enterprises that supplement existing business or 'cluster type' 
arrangements. 

Economic development is most successful wi th community based support and 
participation. Many businesses that are seeking relocation prefer to be in an area that 
already supports like enterprises. The establishment of "cluster type" developments 
occurs when companies locate close to a support structure or supplier chain necessary 
for their success. 

A. Seek out already known businesses that have the capability of expanding their 
operation, such as a subsidiary of the parent company, supplier or related 
business, wine or agriculture related or tourism driven. 

Ongoing interaction with existing businesses should seek information related to 
their vendors, suppliers and customers who may be candidates for locating to the 
area. 
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PROSPECTS: 

Jim Rice ofOSR Enterprises came to the EDC requesting assistance with his 5.18 acres 
of property on the comer of Depot and Morrison. He initially requested 
direction/assistance in partnering with Peoples Self Help Housing to pursue affordable 
housing in Santa Maria. When he was informed by that group that they were not adding 
any new projects, he altered his plans to include a small strip mall that would address the 
needs of the local community and keep the northern portion of his property in industrial 
zoning. This project is still acti ve. 

Bob Goetsch of Zephvr Development contacted the EDC for assi stance in construction of 
corporate jet hangers in the Santa Maria Public Airport. Mr. Goetsch was actively 
pursuing information to see if there is an interest and need for these hangers which would 
then be leased. They had just successfully built 141,569 square feet of hangar, office and 
storage space at the Falcon Field Airport in Mesa, AZ and were looking to do another 
project. After extensive research of a new location on the Central Coast, Santa Maria was 
their choice. Unfortunately this project was placed on hold until the new airport manager 
was settled into his management position. This project is still active. We will be meeting 
with the airport manager shortly to attempt to move the project forward. 

Ed Holder. Ben Phillips and Amv Bavley of Mercy Housing, representatives of Sisters 
of Saint Francis Mt. Alverno met with EDC regarding their 6.5 acres located on College 
Drive. Mercy Housing is exploring development options at the site that is bordered by 
South College Drive to the west, East Main Street to the north and South Conception 
Avenue to the east. They are focused on identifying a project for the SSF, conducting 
feasibility analyses and garnering community and local government input in order to 
present a plan. Potential uses of the property have included SSF reserved housing units, 
affordable rental housing for families or seniors, affordable for sale housing and mixed 
use commercial development. This project is still active. 

Erin Biberston {rom Direct Buy contacted the EDC regarding the zoning of a location 
that was chosen for Direct Buy. The MI zoning was not a permitted use for this specific 
business and the EDC discussed another location with the appropriate zoning. The 
applicant decided to pursue another location in Arroyo Grande. This project is closed. 

Bill Odell {rom Warner Pacific Properties was interested in the Adam's property at Hwy 
101 and Santa Maria Way. After much consideration and review of their portfolio of 
investment opportunities, Warner Pacific decided that this property did not fit into their 
plans. The project is inactive. 



Sam Hachner orLa Mancha Development Company took some of the EOC members on 
a tour of Vallarta Supermarkets in Winnetka to determine if it would be a good fit for 
Santa Maria. Vallarta has now completed their entitlements for their shopping center at 
North Broadway and should start construction within the next few months. This project is 
active. 

Tom Lease from CalHIS sent out a Request for Interest and Information regarding an 
Aircraft Manufacturing -Assembly Plant. The EOC answered their request for InterFlight 
Ocean as USA mandated agents of a foreign aircraft manufacturer wishing to re-Iocate a 
state of the art, new generation and "one of a kind" aircraft manufacturing assembly plant 
known as Seaplane Aviation. The main requirement was the need for a minimum of 
500,000 square feet or "airside" land to build a facility, or make use of an existing 
facility, with a minimum 250,000 square feet enclosed. The land needed be at an airport 
with runways in excess of 3,500 feet and in close proximity to navigable body of water. 
The EOC submitted a very thorough report. After much consideration, Santa Maria was 
not selected, but will be considered for certain components. This project is inactive. 

Gary Frederick and Associates is an ongoing project known as Lakeview Promenade. 
The EDe has been working with Mr. Frederick on all aspects of demographic and retail 
information for this site. This project will remain active until completion. 

JeffPloutz orJ&p Construction, who is the project manager for Enos Ranchos LLC, has 
invited the EDC to sit-in at selected meetings and offer recommendations for their Master 
Plan on their 112 acre site. The recommendation and plan is to get all entitlements in 
place so that when the property comes out of Ag Preserve December 31,2009, the project 
can move through the remainder of the planning process beginning January 1,2010. This 
project is active. 

EllS:. was invited to review and offer any recommendations on a proposed vineyard that, 
when completed, would be added to our many tourist visitor options. This project is 
located on three parcels (193 acres) and would include a winery, hospitality building, 
caves, maintenance facilities and employee housing. This project is active. 

John Galioti and Suzanne Kellv or Windfinders contacted EOC for a site location of 
approximately 70 to 100 acres to place 300 low ground solar panels for a solar generation 
source to PG&E. Total investment in the property is $50 million. Project is on hold. 
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TRADE SHOWS: 

Nqlional Business Aviation Association. Inc. (NBAA) 
61 AnnualMeeting andConvention 
October 5 -9, 2008 
Orlando, FL 

NBAA is the premier event for business aviation. This year over 30,811 attended the 
event with 1,200 Exhibitors, 120 Aircraft on Static Display, and more than \00 
Information and Maintenance & Operations Sessions. 

It was a great opportunity to meet with the corporate aviation world and get an inside 
glimpse of how their industry operates. The EDC had the opportunity to speak with many 
pilots, charter/lease companies, and avionics firms regarding the Santa Maria Airport. Of 
high interest was the U.S. Customs Department. The majority of participants were 
unaware we had a full U.S. Customs Department located at the Santa Maria Airport. 
Marketing the U.S. Customs Department will remain a top priority. This is an annual 
event which will be attended by the EDC in coming years . 

NBAA 2(i" Annual Schedulers & Dispatchers Conference 
January 13 -16,2009 

The NBAA Schedulers & Dispatchers Conference is an annual educational event that 
provides timely and valuable information on topics of interest to those responsible for 
coordinating the use of business aircraft. At this conference exhibitors present products 
and services directly to those responsible for scheduling and dispatching aircraft for 
various-sized flight operations around the world. The EDC was present to market, among 
other things, the U.S. Customs Department at the Santa Maria Airport. As with the 
Orlando Convention, knowledge of our U.S. Customs operation was lacking to the 
majority of the aviation community. It is the mission of the EDC to actively market this 
valuable source that will draw attention to Santa Maria and the Valley. This is an annual 
event which will be attended by EDC. 


